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Sarah and ConStant Broyer, 
PharmaCiSt and PhySiCian, of Carlton

David Haig

Abstract
Constant Broyer (1833–1911) trained as a herbalist in Victoria during 
the 1850s and practised as a medical botanist in Carlton in the 1860s. He 
obtained medical degrees from the Eclectic Medical College of Cincinnati 
(1875) and Harvard University (1879). He is perhaps the first Australian 
to have studied at Harvard. He was twice found guilty of manslaughter 
by a coroner’s jury in 1874 and 1896. Both cases were much publicised 
but Broyer was not prosecuted on either charge. His wife, Sarah Broyer 
(1829–1877), ran the family pharmacy during her husband’s absence in 
America in the 1870s. She was the first woman to apply for registration 
as a pharmacist in Victoria in 1877 under the new Pharmacy Act and was 
represented in her negotiations before the Pharmacy Board by a young 
barrister, Alfred Deakin. This article traces the chronology and major 
events shaping the personal, professional and public lives of Constant 
and Sarah Broyer (and their extended family) from the mid-nineteenth 
century to the 1940s.1

The lives and work of sarah and Constant Broyer in Melbourne were 
shaped by the colony of victoria’s campaigns for the professionalisation of 
its medical and pharmaceutical bodies. The example of Constant Broyer 
is of special interest, both because of his medical training at harvard (rare 
for a colonial in the 1870s), and in relation to his very public profile as 
a result of charges of manslaughter, concealment of birth and medical 
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negligence. This reconstruction of the lives of sarah and Constant Broyer, 
respectively pharmacist and physician of Carlton, is largely based on the 
availability of digitised personal and professional records, and, as such, is 
an example of piecing together a family/social history from such sources. 
Unless otherwise indicated, these provide the basis for the biographical 
material in this article. Further, the probate files of Sara Broyer held at 
the Public Records Office of Victoria provided an additional wealth of 
personal information.2

Beginnings: Bath 1841–1854
on the english census night of 6 June 1841, Constant Broyer (eight years 
old) was at home in harley Place, walcot parish (near Bath), with his 
mother, Mary Broyer, a lodging-house keeper. his father, nicholas Broyer 
(a native of Brussels), was a servant in the household of Fountain addison, 
Beaufort Buildings, walcot. nearby, in Beaufort square, resided robert 
amery (twenty years old), his father william (draper), mother Fanny, and 
brothers. on the other side of Bath, in lyncombe and widcombe parish, 
sarah Maidment (twelve years old) lived with her father, henry (plumber), 
mother sarah, and brothers and sisters. a decade later, on the census night 
of 30 March 1851, Constant Broyer (apprentice to an upholsterer) was at 
home in Catherine Place, walcot parish, with his father (butler) and mother 
(lodging-house keeper). sarah Maidment was now a maidservant in the 
household of Mr henry walters, somerset Place, walcot. robert amery 
was absent in north america.3

robert amery’s diary records that, in august 1851, he travelled from st 
Catharine’s, Canada, via Buffalo and rochester to new York. his intention 
was to sail to liverpool to meet sarah Maidment, whom he had not seen 
for three years, and return with her to new York. robert sent a letter to 
sarah that she could expect him to arrive at liverpool by 8 september. his 
ship departed new York on 25 august but did not reach liverpool until 
30 september. The next day he found two letters waiting. sarah had quit 
her situation with Mr walters but her father would not let her leave unless 
Amery returned and married her first. Robert Amery expressed shock and 
bewilderment at this development. at this point in his diary, three pages 
have been torn out. The text resumes on 8 october with a relaxed amery 
visiting the Crystal Palace in london. he travelled to Bath on 11 october 
and the next evening had supper alone with sarah. some more pages have 
been ripped out and the diary ends.4
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a month later, on 10 november 1851, sarah Maidment (servant) married 
Robert Amery (tailor) at the Register Office, District of Bath. The newly 
wed couple arrived in new York on 16 January 1852 on the Yorkshire 
from liverpool. a son was born on 5 January 1853 in Jersey City and 
robert amery died of cholera in august 1854 (sarah was also stricken but 
survived). The young widow returned to england with her infant son, who 
was christened robert Francis amery at Batheaston church (near Bath) 
on 12 november 1854. sarah went out as a wet nurse and the child was 
looked after by her unmarried younger brother, henry. By the time of the 
1861 census, the Maidment family had moved to Chelsea, but sarah was 
in Melbourne, married to Constant Broyer.5 

Victoria 1852–1861
nicholas, Mary and Constant Broyer possibly arrived in victoria at the 
height of the goldrush in 1852 (the year given at nicholas’s death in 
1878). it is known that, in March 1854, the city of Melbourne granted 
Constant Broyer a hawkers’ and pedlars’ licence to travel on foot. Constant 
Broyer (but not his father) is listed on the 1856 voting roll as a dealer and 
freeholder of Bouverie street and Constant is similarly listed in the sands’ 
directory for 1857. in June 1859, nicholas and Constant both signed a 
petition for severance of smith ward from the city of Melbourne and then 
both signed a counter-petition a month later against severance. on both 
petitions they are listed as freeholders of Bouverie street and their names 
appear sequentially, suggesting father and son signed at the same time. 
nicholas and Constant were both granted hawkers’ and pedlars’ licences 
for Melbourne in december 1859. nicholas Broyer appears as a general 
dealer at 50 Bouverie street in the 1859 sands’ directory and at 71 Bouverie 
street in the 1860 sands’ directory. These limited data hint that Constant 
(but perhaps not nicholas) lived in Melbourne during the mid-1850s but 
both lived in Melbourne in the final years of the decade.

in 1944, sarah’s niece lizzie Maidment (the daughter of sarah’s brother 
henry) wrote from england retelling a family legend that her aunt and 
Mr Broyer had been lovers who had had a tiff, after which sarah married 
robert amery and the broken-hearted Broyer emigrated to australia. in 
lizzie’s account, written in old age about events before her birth, the family 
story was that Broyer learnt by chance from a customer in Melbourne that 
sarah was widowed and had returned from america to england. he wrote 
to lizzie’s father, and then to sarah herself, asking if she would marry him 
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now.6 Constant Broyer wed sarah deborah amery on 13 august 1860 at 
the parish church of st luke, Chelsea. Constant’s occupation is listed on 
the certificate as ‘Medical Doctor’ (quotation marks in marriage register) 
with his father, nicholas Broyer, described as a gentleman. For the second 
time, sarah married a man who had not seen her for years and who travelled 
great distances to marry her.

nicholas, Mary, Constant, and sarah Broyer embarked on the Orwell 
at Plymouth on 13 January 1861 and arrived in Melbourne on 4 May 
1861. Father and son re-entered the colony as traders. ‘Frank Broyer 4 
yrs’ (presumably Francis Robert Amery, Sarah’s son by her first marriage) 
appears on the passenger manifest but his name is struck out. This is 
consistent with lizzie Maidment’s report that Constant asked sarah to 
bring the child but this was vetoed by henry, who had raised the child. 
The names of Constant, sarah and Mary (but not nicholas) are also struck 
out but then re-entered on a new page of the manifest. Perhaps there was 
some indecision as to who would travel when it was decided that Frank 
would stay in england.

lizzie Maidment wrote that Frank was fetched after his mother’s 
departure but i have found no record of when he was brought to Melbourne, 
nor who fetched him. Frank is not recorded as living with the Maidments 
in Chelsea in the 1861 census, and shipping records show that he visited 
england with the rest of the Broyers in 1869. This is a knot i have been 
unable to unravel. despite lizzie Maidment’s account—and the crossing 
out on the passenger list—it is perhaps simplest to conclude that Frank 
emigrated with his mother in 1861.

I have found no record of the Broyers’ first arrival in Victoria in the 
1850s, nor of their return to england in 1860, and no records of Mary 
Broyer between the 1851 census and her arrival in victoria in 1861. The 
simplest interpretation is that nicholas, Mary, and Constant Broyer arrived 
in victoria in 1852 and returned to england in 1860. on this visit, Constant 
Broyer married sarah amery, who then emigrated with the Broyers (and 
possibly her son) to Melbourne in 1861.

sarah and Constant’s marriage was fertile. Constance Broyer was born 
in 1861, followed by Mary violetta Broyer in 1862, sarah Florence Broyer 
in 1864 (died at 6 months), walter kelson Grant Broyer in 1866 (died at 
3 months), and walter henry Grant Broyer in 1867.
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Medical Botanist to Harvard Medical School 1861–1879  
on 28 June 1861, C. Broyer of 28 Pelham street advertised for tenders for 
the construction of a brick building on Madeline street, Carlton. subsequent 
advertisements for tenders in 1863 and 1864 describe 120 Madeline street 
as Broyer’s Botanical dispensary. This appears to have been close to the 
corner of Madeline and Pelham streets. The Lancet of 27 January 1866 
acknowledged receipt of a letter (with enclosure) from Mr Broyer of 
Melbourne but the letter was not published.

in 1862, the victorian legislative assembly passed a Medical 
Practitioners Bill that imposed fines on unregistered individuals who used 
medical titles. Graham Berry MLA had attempted to exempt ‘medical 
botanists, homeopathists, and others, on whom it would be very unjust to 
inflict a fine, as their services were sought by a large portion of society’, 
but his proposed amendment had been defeated.7 Thus, Constant Broyer 
could not legally describe himself as a medical practitioner. among the 
prerogatives of registered practitioners was the right to provide medical 
testimony before coroner’s inquests. The unregistered Broyer would find 
himself on the receiving end of such testimony.

In September 1868, the ‘spacious eight-roomed house, with shop’ at 
120 Madeline street Carlton was advertised for sale because the owner 
was leaving the colony. The house took several months to sell. The three 
generations of the Broyer family, including ‘Frank Broyer 11 years’, 
departed for london on the Yorkshire on 24 June 1869. Frank’s age (in 
truth sixteen years) was probably understated to reduce costs, because 
individuals twelve and older travelled as adults rather than children. it was 
a short-lived return to england for the Broyer family. on 20 July 1870, the 
Highflyer from london arrived at Melbourne and disembarked nicholas 
(settler), Mary (wife), Constant (settler), sarah (wife), Frank (still only 
eleven years!), Constance, Mary, and walter Broyer. Then, during august 
1870, ships from London delivered ‘23 packages apothecaries’ ware, a 
bale paper, 1 drum methylated spirit, and 10 casks glass bottles’ plus ‘2 
cases acids, 1 case ether’ for C. Broyer. The elder Mary Broyer died in 
Melbourne sometime in 1870. an advertisement for a boarder dated 3 
February 1871 has Constant Broyer listed as a medical botanist residing 
at 64 lygon street, although he did not become the registered proprietor 
until 18 March 1873.

Then, however, the relative normality of the Broyer family’s existence 
was suddenly disrupted. a coroner’s inquest in March 1874 found Constant 
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Broyer guilty of the manslaughter of Mary ann allison. The deceased 
‘knew that [Broyer] was not a regular doctor, but … had great faith in 
him’. at the inquest, henry C. wigg, registered surgeon, criticised Broyer’s 
diagnosis and treatment. Nevertheless: ‘He did not think the case was ever 
anything but most dangerous and from the state of the kidneys likely to be 
fatal under any treatment’. The jury found that Mary allison’s death was 
accelerated by the treatment of Constant Broyer, who was committed to 
trial at the next criminal sessions and admitted to bail on two sureties of 
£100 each as well as the sum of £250 of his own. The case, however, was 
not brought to trial.8 The Age simply noted:

The Crown has entered a nolle prosequi in the case of Constant Broyer, 
chemist and herbalist of Carlton, who some time since was committed upon 
a coroner’s warrant, charged with the manslaughter of Mary ann allison, 
who died while he (Broyer) was in attendance upon her. The post mortem 
examination would lead to the supposition that the deceased had been 
unskilfully treated, but from subsequent inquiries Mr. Broyer was considered 
blameless, and the charge has consequently been withdrawn.9

in contrast, the Argus expressed outrage:
The lower classes, for some reason it is impossible to arrive at, appear to 
place a fatuous confidence in these irregular professors of the healing, or 
rather the killing, art, and it is incumbent on the Government to save them if 
possible from the consequences of their folly. whether the abandonment of 
the charge of manslaughter against Constant Broyer is capable of justification 
or not, one thing is certain, viz., that his presumption in prescribing for Mary 
ann allison should not go unpunished. if the law as it stands will not reach 
him, then the sooner it is altered the better … We must confess that we feel 
grievously disappointed at what appears to us to be a complete miscarriage 
of justice.10

soon after this brush with the law, Broyer travelled to the United states 
and enrolled at the eclectic Medical College of Cincinatti from which 
he rapidly obtained a degree on the basis of one course, an examination, 
and his many years in practice.11 his thesis was on phthisis pulmonalis 
(tuberculosis). Professor howe of the college acknowledged Broyer’s 
assistance in an operation on a thyroid tumor in september 1874, and also 
reported treating a cirsoid aneurism of the scalp using gum of eucalyptus 
rubrum sent to him by Broyer. The eclectic Medical College of Cincinatti 
was the premier school of eclectic medicine in the United states; it was 
an american branch of medical practice that emphasised use of herbal 
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medications, in part, inspired by observations of native american practices. 
Broyer probably chose this school because his medical philosophy was 
similar to that of the eclectics. he was elected an honorary member of the 
natural history society of Cincinnati in 1874. after graduation, he visited 
the shaker religious community of new lebanon, new York, where he 
was present for the fire of 6 February 1875 and was credited with saving 
the life of elder daniel Boler, who had been badly burned. Broyer arrived 
back in Melbourne on 8 May 1875.12

on 11 June 1875, just one month after Broyer’s return from america, 
a 27-year-old dr James Grant Black (he had registered in november 1874 
and was also practising in Carlton) questioned his medical judgment at 
an inquest on the body of James Wardrop. The deceased ‘was subject 
to asthma, and went to the herbalist Broyer, from whom he got some 
medicine which had always done him good, and he thought he was better’ 
but Wardrop died during the night. Broyer signed the death certificate as 
an ‘eclectic medical botanist’ and ascribed the death to bronchitis. At post 
mortem, dr Black found evidence of heart disease but no evidence of 
bronchitis. a verdict of death from disease of the heart was found. Broyer’s 
involvement in this case was mentioned in the legislative assembly as an 
example of the dangers posed by ‘unlicensed practitioners’.13

on 16 June 1875, Broyer’s application for registration as a medical 
practitioner was rejected by the Medical Board of victoria. he was judged 
not a ‘fit and proper person’ to be placed on the roll of the profession. His 
application was ridiculed at a subsequent meeting of the Medical society 
of victoria (he was said to have studied for only four months) and in 
editorial comments in the Argus (although Yee Quock Ping who applied for 
registration at the same time with a Chinese diploma was considered even 
more dangerous). Broyer felt called upon to defend his reputation in a letter 
to the Argus, which was published with his unorthodox spelling retained 
and emphasised. in this letter, Broyer claimed to have studied medicine 
for 24 years, nearly four of them under the late Dr James Grant Smith: ‘I 
went to america to obtain what i could not obtain here, an examination; 
and after an honourable examination of four months, both clinicle [sic] 
and otherwise, by the faculty of that institution, i obtained the degree of 
doctor of Medicine’.14

dr James Grant Black’s rejoinder was published in the next issue of 
the Argus:
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I know nothing of Mr. Broyer’s qualifications as a botanist, eclectic or 
otherwise: but this i do know, that he is doing a great deal of illegitimate 
practice, that he does visit people at their homes, and carry his medicines 
to them, and that, if there is not soon some interference by the authorities, 
there will be more cases like that of the late Mr. Wardrop … I have no desire 
to discuss such matters, as it is more a subject for the police. one statement 
in Mr. Broyer’s letter requires explanation. where has he studied medicine 
for the last 24 years? it must have been at the expense of the residents and 
confiding people of Carlton, as he has been there for the last 14 or 15 years.15

in the same issue, the Argus published an editorial dripping with 
sarcasm about Broyer’s ‘orthography and composition’ and his medical 
qualifications, ‘probably this eclectic gentleman has been so closely 
employed studying herbs and the intricacies of illegal practice that he 
has not had time to acquire a knowledge of the english language’. They 
reminded their readers of the case of Mary Ann Allison: ‘For some reason 
which we could not understand at the time, and which is still a mystery, 
the Crown declined to prosecute, and Mr. Broyer went to america instead 
of to Pentridge’.16

Broyer’s letter to the Argus provides hints about his early medical 
training. if he had indeed studied medicine for 24 years, then his studies 
began about 1851, when the english census describes him as an apprentice 
to an upholsterer, or shortly thereafter on his first arrival in Victoria. In 
the records of the eclectic Medical institute, Broyer is recorded as having 
been a practitioner for fifteen years, placing the beginning of his practice 
about 1860 (after his second arrival in victoria). James Grant Black also 
claimed that Broyer had been engaged in illegitimate practice in Carlton 
for fourteen or fifteen years. These clues suggest that Broyer obtained an 
apprenticeship in medical botany with James Grant smith during the 1850s 
and then commenced ‘practice’ in the 1860s at 120 Madeline Street. I have 
found one record of a dr J.G. smith, who may be the elusive James Grant 
smith, testifying at an inquest in Gisborne, outside of Melbourne, in 1862.

Broyer’s desire to be recognised as a medical practitioner was not to 
be thwarted by the rejection of his degree in eclectic medicine, nor by 
public humiliation in the pages of the Argus. He now sought a qualification 
the Medical Board would find difficult to refuse. From 1876 to 1879, he 
was enrolled at harvard Medical school (fees $200 per year). he was 
one of only two students with a foreign address in his first-year class of 
111 students (the other was from Brazil). he is also the earliest student 
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with an australian home address found in the harvard archives for any 
division of harvard University. Constant was a boarder in Charlestown 
(across the Charles river from harvard Medical school) for at least some 
of his time in Massachusetts.  The 46-year-old Constant Broyer was one 
of seventy students to receive an Md from harvard University on 25 June 
1879. he arrived in sydney on 1 september 1879 on the City of Sydney 
from san Francisco. Finally, on 5 september 1879, he was successful in 
his application to practise medicine. He was granted certificate No. 928 
by the Medical Board of victoria.

Constant Broyer had been absent when his father died in 1878. in a 
list of deaths at Melbourne hospital, the Argus noted that nicholas Broyer 
‘aged 77 years, native of Brussels, arrived 1852 in the Highflyer, died 
February 27 [1878], of pneumonia’. The Highflyer (built in 1860) is the 
ship in which nicholas immigrated for the second time in 1870, but 1852 
may have been the year in which nicholas, Mary and Constant Broyer 
first entered the colony.

Dr Constant Broyer first practised from 64 Lygon Street but, by 1883, 
he had moved to stratford house, 15 Grattan street, a former residence 
of dr James Grant Black (a critic of Boyer as discussed above). after this 
move, 64 lygon street remained the location of the Broyer pharmacy. The 
two properties were a few doors apart, near the corners of Grattan and 
lygon, and remained in the Broyer family until 1945. after street numbers 
changed in 1888, the Grattan street premises became 54 Grattan street 
and 64 lygon street became 262 lygon street.

Sarah Broyer
during Constant’s studies at harvard, sarah Broyer was left with care of 
the children and running the family business. she advertised herself as 
in attendance daily at the Botanical dispensary, 64 lygon street, where 
she sold ‘Mrs Broyer’s female remedies’, Broyer’s instantaneous cure 
for toothache, Broyer’s celebrated cough syrup, and concentrated fluid 
extracts, herbs, roots, and barks. Advertisements in her name first appear 
in december 1875, suggesting Constant may have already left for america.

during 1876, Joseph Bosisto brought forward a private member’s bill 
in the legislative assembly to establish a board for the examination and 
registration of pharmacists. Francis Longmore ‘stonewalled’ the bill in the 
select committee, proposing various amendments to include herbalists. The 
Pharmacy Bill only passed out of committee after longmore was allowed 
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to insert a clause defining a chemist or druggist as including anyone who 
at the passage of the act ‘kept an open shop for the compounding of the 
prescriptions of duly qualified medical practitioners’.17

druggists working in victoria prior to the act were required to apply on 
or before 6 august 1877 if they were to be registered without examination. 
Sarah Broyer was the first woman to apply and was considered in the first 
batch of applicants on 18 april 1877. she was interviewed and advised 
by the Pharmacy Board that her application was ‘informal’. The board 
then sought legal advice as to whether women could be registered. on the 
basis of this advice, wilhelmine Groening (a widow in business in her late 
husband’s shop) became the first woman registered on 30 May 1877.18

on 9 July 1877, Constant Broyer signed an indenture at new lebanon, 
new York, in which he sold the eclectic Medical dispensary at 64 lygon 
street. Carlton, the business and all stock therein, to sarah Broyer for 
the sum of one dollar. The location suggests that Broyer may have spent 
harvard’s summer recess at the shaker settlement he had visited in 1875. 
The indenture arrived in Melbourne on 17 October 1877 and was verified 
by a 21-year-old alfred deakin (admitted to the bar the previous month), 
who also witnessed sarah’s signature. sarah Broyer was registered on 
31 October 1877 (certificate number 535). By contrast with the delays in 
his mother’s registration, Francis robert amery, using his father’s rather 
than stepfather’s surname, was registered as a pharmacist on 11 July 1877 
(certificate number 267). Mother and son both qualified as pharmacists, 
without examination, on the grounds that they had been in business in 
victoria before 1 october, 1876. The register recorded their residential 
address as 64 lygon street.19

The timing suggests that sarah’s registration was contingent on the 
transfer of the business. one possible interpretation is that sarah, as a 
married woman, was not considered to be in business as a pharmacist while 
the pharmacy was owned by her husband. Constant therefore ‘sold’ the 
business to sarah so that she could register before the deadline. Francis 
robert amery, by contrast, was able to register simply on the basis that 
he had been working as a pharmacist. alfred deakin appears to have been 
advising sarah Broyer in her negotiations with the Pharmacy Board. deakin 
was an active spiritualist and this is the probable source of his connection 
with Sarah. ‘Mrs Broyer’ was the medium of a seance circle attended by 
Catherine deakin, alfred’s sister, on 11 June 1876.20
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On 10 January 1885, Sarah Broyer completed a will, with ‘my friends 
alfred deakin barrister at law and Francis longmore late one of her 
Majesty’s ministers’ named as trustees and executors. Constant, Constance, 
Mary Violetta, and Walter Henry Grant Broyer were named as beneficiaries. 
Francis robert amery was not mentioned in the will. sarah’s personal estate 
was to be shared among the beneficiaries. Her real estate was to be held in 
trust and ‘the best rent that can be had for the same’ shared equally among 
the beneficiaries. The trust was to stay in force until the beneficiaries had 
died, at which point the real estate was to be sold and the proceeds shared 
equally among any surviving grandchildren. in the absence of a will, the 
real estate would have passed to Constant Broyer. Therefore, the will’s 
principal effect was to ensure an income for sarah’s children, Francis 
excepted, and to constrain Constant’s freedom to dispose of the property as 
he willed. what property or properties comprised sarah’s real estate is not 
specified in the will, although this was probably the pharmacy on Lygon 
Street ‘sold’ to Sarah by Constant in 1877. A codicil dated 9 September 
1885 replaced deakin and longmore with Constant, Constance, and Mary 
violetta Broyer as trustees and executors.21

sarah Broyer died at stratford house on 21 december 1887. Probate 
of her will was not sought at the time. The pharmacy on lygon street 
continued under the management of Francis robert amery. it is unknown 
whether this arrangement constituted the best rent that could be had for the 
property or how the profits of the pharmacy (if any) were divided among 
Francis, Constant, and Constant’s children. Constant Broyer himself made 
a will on 24 december 1894 in which he bequeathed all his property, 
including his ‘interest in the house known as No. 262 Lygon Street Carlton’, 
to his daughters Constance and Mary. The will was witnessed by Francis 
robert amery.2

Constant Broyer M.D. 1879–1911
Once qualified, Broyer was involved in several public and controversial 
medico-legal cases. details of these cases tell us much about the realities of 
life and death and professional tensions and relationships between medicine 
and the law in the latter decades of colonial victoria. 

dr Broyer gave testimony in october 1882 as a registered medical 
practitioner at an inquest on the body of the illegitimate child of alice 
Berry, a servant girl. he conducted a post mortem and certified that the 
child was stillborn. as a result, the mother was committed for trial on the 
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lesser charge of concealment of birth rather than the more serious one of 
killing the child. in november 1886, the Queanbeyan Age published ‘A 
sad Case of Poverty’ telling how Broyer discovered the emaciated body 
of a 15-month-old girl who had died of starvation in a tenement in a back 
street of Carlton. Broyer’s role is not mentioned in the less detailed report 
of the inquest in the Age and it is possible that Broyer himself was the 
informant for the Queanbeyan Age.23

arthur redfern, proprietor of the Coburg Leader, was a vocal opponent 
of compulsory vaccination. Broyer provided certificates exempting 
redfern’s children from vaccination for two months on medical grounds. 
at the Brunswick Police Court on 25 July 1894, redfern was charged 
with not having one of his children vaccinated. sergeant Brown rejected 
Broyer’s certificate as not worth the paper it was written upon because 
Broyer was not a doctor and only a herbalist. Costs were awarded against 
redfern. at the adjournment the following week, Broyer appeared before 
a different bench to testify that he was a medical practitioner. The bench 
dismissed the case against redfern and awarded costs against the police. 
redfern was once again before the court on 20 october 1894 to show cause 
why he should not be fined for neglecting to have his child vaccinated. 
He presented a certificate for a further two months’ exemption signed 
by Broyer on 17 september 1894. sergeant Brown said that Broyer’s 
certificate was a standing affair and should be treated with contempt. Mr 
Hennessy adjourned the case for a month and stated that another certificate 
of exemption would not be accepted unless it came from a government 
vaccinator. The Coburg Leader editorialised that the act provided that any 
registered medical practitioner could provide a certificate and threatened 
an appeal to a higher court if Broyer’s certificates were not accepted.24

in september 1895, Mary Golding died from blood poisoning at the 
house of the herbalist/midwife, Madame Fitzjames (emily dibbs). drs 
Broyer and Peacock attended Golding in her final illness. An inquest 
concluded that death was from natural causes and found no evidence of an 
illegal operation. (The following year, Madame Fitzjames was sentenced 
to death for the murder of adele dixon who died as the result of an illegal 
operation performed by Fitzjames. The sentence was later commuted to 
ten years’ imprisonment with hard labor.) in november 1895, a coroner’s 
jury found albert Unna lewis, electrician of Collins street, guilty of the 
wilful murder of annie strauss following an illegal operation (lewis was 
acquitted at trial). on 7 January 1896, Thomas Meredith sheridan hanged 
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at darlinghurst Gaol, sydney, for the murder of Jessie amelia nicholls as 
a consequence of an illegal operation.25

The fate of sheridan was probably in Broyer’s mind as he appeared 
before a coroner’s inquest in February 1896 in a sensational case that 
involved the exhumation of an allegedly mutilated corpse. The jury found 
dr Constant Broyer and Mrs ellen hendy guilty of manslaughter of Mrs 
hendy’s own daughter, Theresa Garrick, who had died while attended by 
Broyer. evidence was presented at the inquest that Mrs hendy operated an 
unregistered hospital at which illegal operations were performed and that 
her daughter had died after such an operation. Broyer was aware that the 
hospital was unlicensed but he was ‘not a policeman or an informer’ and 
did not consider it his duty to see that it was registered. Broyer described 
himself as Mrs hendy’s family doctor who had been called in to attend to 
Theresa Garrick after a miscarriage. after exhumation, the intestines of 
Mrs Garrick were found to be protruding through a rent in the vagina. an 
unnamed part of the body (presumably the uterus) was missing. dr samuel 
Peacock, with whom Broyer had consulted, testified that the injuries to 
the body might have been due to decomposition. The crown decided not 
to prosecute.26

at the Garrick inquest, it was revealed that Broyer had signed a death 
certificate declaring a previous baby of Theresa Garrick to have been 
stillborn, even though the baby had survived for two days. The certificate 
avoided an inquest into the cause of death. Broyer was tried on the charge 
of falsification of the death certificate but was acquitted because the infant 
had been premature and could not have lived in any case.27

Broyer attended both Mary Golding and Theresa Garrick before their 
deaths from blood poisoning. in both cases, there was strong suspicion that 
septicemia was a sequel to the performance of an illegal operation but, in 
neither case, was Broyer himself suspected of performing the operation. 
rather Broyer (and Peacock) appear to have been considered sympathetic 
doctors who could be called upon when things went wrong after an abortion. 
in February 1900, dr Broyer served as bondsman for samuel Peacock 
when the latter was charged with performing an illegal operation on Mary 
Cairnes (Peacock was eventually acquitted). in 1906, dr Broyer himself 
was mentioned in connection with the death of elizabeth williams after 
an unlawful operation. references to dr Broyer after 1896 are ambiguous 
because, by this time, walter Broyer was also a registered doctor.
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Between november 1894 and april 1900, the Lancet acknowledged 
receipt of at least eight letters from Constant Broyer, but none was published 
(as was the case with Broyer’s earler letter mentioned above). in the early 
1900s, Constant is listed as the australian correspondent for the harvard 
Medical alumni association.28 on 4 september 1911, he transferred his 
real estate on Grattan and lygon streets to his daughters.29 he died on the 
28 november 1911 at home, 54 Grattan street, Carlton, aged 78 years, and 
was interred privately.30 Constant Broyer was survived by his two daughters, 
his son and stepson, and it is to their stories and livelihoods we now turn.

Constance, Mary and Walter Broyer
during the 1880s, visiting masters taught drawing and singing in the state 
schools. Constance and Mary violetta Broyer passed the examination to 
teach drawing in 1885. Constance was enrolled at the Painting and drawing 
school of the national Gallery in 1886–87, 1889–90, and 1892. Mary was 
enrolled at the school in 1893–94.31 on 30 June 1893, all visiting teachers 
of drawing and singing were dismissed as part of government retrenchment 
associated with the depression and financial crisis of that year. On 4 
November 1893, Miss Violetta Broyer (certificated teacher) advertised 
drawing and painting lessons at stratford house. similar advertisements 
appeared until February 1896 under the names of ‘Miss Broyer’ and the 
‘Misses Broyer.’ The timing suggests that the Broyer sisters had taught 
drawing in the public schools and had been among those retrenched in 
1893. Art classes taught by ‘Miss M. Broyer’ of 54 Grattan Street were 
also advertised in 1903 and 1907. From 1895 until the death of her father in 
1911, Constance Broyer advertised classes in singing and voice production 
at Stratford House. She described herself as a certificated pupil of Madame 
anna steinhauer (a concert performer resident in victoria 1890–1895).

Constance Broyer won a silver medal for paintings in oil exhibited 
at the Jubilee exhibition (1885) and had pictures displayed in at least 
two exhibitions of the victorian artists’ society (1893, 1894). she was 
a member of the committee of the farewell concert for anna steinhauer 
(1895), performed at concerts in aid of the Fitzroy and Collingwood Free 
dispensary (1895), the Footscray Presbyterian Church (1895), and st 
John’s Church of england, Footscray (1897). she was elected a member 
of the Musical society of victoria (1897) and was an executant at two of 
its meetings (1897, 1899). she was advertised as a well-known artist at a 
‘Grand Concert’ of the Victorian Artists’ Society (1901) and performed as 
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a soloist at services of the Unitarian Church (1899–1902), at the victorian 
association of spiritualists (1902), at the Yarra sculptors’ exhibition 
(1902), and at lectures by loie F. Prior, an american spiritualist (1909).

in september 1884, walter Broyer entered scotch College, from which 
he matriculated to study medicine at the University of Melbourne (June 
1886). at the scotch College speech day of december 1886, walter Broyer 
received a special prize of three guineas in books and class prizes in Greek 
and practical chemistry. he entered the university in March 1887, passed 
first-year medicine in October 1888, second-year medicine in December 
1889, third-year medicine in october 1891, and fourth-year medicine in 
december 1893. his student record reveals that he failed more examinations 
than he passed, but eventually completed all courses satisfactorily, except 
theory and practice of medicine. This was the final course required to pass 
fifth-year medicine, but he failed four times, for the last time in December 
1895, and never graduated from the University of Melbourne.32

Medical students who failed at colonial universities often sought 
qualifications through the easier examinations of the Royal College of 
surgeons, edinburgh. walter Broyer embarked for london on the Orizaba 
on 21 december 1895, and returned to Melbourne on the Parramatta on 
25 september 1896. Thus, walter was absent from the colony for the entire 
period encompassing the death of Theresa Garrick and the dismissal of 
charges against his father arising from her death. on 9 october 1896, walter 
Henry Grant Broyer received certificate 2018 from the Medical Board of 
Victoria on the basis of his qualifications LRCP et RCS Edinburgh and 
LFPS Glasgow. Three days later, ‘Dr. Grant Broyer’ advertised he was 
commencing practice at stratford house.

Walter Broyer was briefly Acting Public Vaccinator at Kingston in 1898, 
and, later that year, was registered as a qualified medical practitioner in 
South Australia. He was appointed a temporary deputy officer of health at 
Penola, south australia (1900) and subsequently acted as locum tenens at 
Frankston (1904) and horsham (1906) in victoria. in the 1903 electoral 
rolls, he is listed at 54 Grattan street with his father and sisters but, in the 
1909 electoral rolls, he is listed at 103 Courtney street, north Melbourne. 
during the years 1909–1911, advertisements in the Argus announced that 
‘Dr. Broyer’ or ‘Drs. Broyer’ could be consulted at ‘54 Grattan-st or 103 
Courtney-st’. such advertisements cease after Constant’s death in 1911, 
along with advertisements for singing lessons by Constance Broyer.
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Constance, Mary and walter lived together at 54 Grattan street after 
their father’s death. They probably derived some or all of their income 
from rental properties, including Bayview, a holiday home in sorrento 
(advertisements with 54 Grattan street as a contact address appear 1903–
1919) and the shop and dwelling at 262 lygon street (advertised for rent 
from March 1912). Constance died at 54 Grattan street on 19 august 
1933, aged seventy years, and was privately interred. walter died on 2 
February 1937, also aged seventy years. after her brother’s death, Mary 
wrote regularly to lizzie Maidment in england, also a spinster, and asked 
whether lizzie would come and join her, but lizzie declined on account 
of the heat. Lizzie reported that Mary sold 54 Grattan Street and briefly 
lived in a flat, but then re-bought the property.33 Mary died at 54 Grattan 
street on 12 august 1944, aged 81 years. Both walter and Mary had public 
funerals, unlike their father and sister.

Francis Robert Amery
Francis robert amery, sarah Broyer’s first child, appears in the 
Pharmaceutical registers for 1877–1885 as residing with his mother at 
64 lygon street. in 1885, he married Phyllis (Philippa Mary ann) davey 
and his address changes to Cremorne street, richmond. Then, from 1898 
until 1914, he appears in the register at 262 lygon street (formerly 64 
lygon street).

Francis amery became the manager of the Broyer pharmacy after his 
mother’s death in 1887 and remained in this position until the death of his 
stepfather in 1911. on 13 March 1912, the shop at 262 lygon street was 
advertised for rent, together with the dwelling. The Australasian Journal 
of Pharmacy reported that ‘Mr. F.R. Amery, who has for the past 22 years 
managed the pharmacy of C. Broyer & Co.’ had gone to work for Mr. J. 
Garrick, Footscray. later that year, it was reported that Francis amery had 
gone to Mr C.e. keays of newmarket as an assistant. The pharmaceutical 
register and electoral rolls indicate that Francis and family had moved 
by1915 to 233 drummond street, Carlton.

The Australasian Journal of Pharmacy of 1919 reported that ‘Mrs. E. M. 
keays applied for a permit to carry on the business of her late husband under 
the management of Mr. F. Amery’. Later that year, Francis ‘was notified to 
the Pharmacy Board as manager for Mr. w.M. Jewkes of newmarket.’ in 
1925, he was listed as one of only 27 remaining pharmacists to have been 
registered before 31 July 1877. Francis robert amery was attended by 
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Walter Broyer (his half brother) in his final illness and died on 22 August 
1925 (aged 72). There are two notices of his death in the Argus, one from 
his wife and children, and one from his Broyer half-siblings in memory 
of their ‘beloved step-brother.’ 

Sarah Broyer’s Grandchildren
Francis and Phyllis amery’s children were rupert Francis (1887–1970), 
harry stanley (1890–1961), Phyllis Maud (1893–1984), Francis william 
(1896–1983), Benjamin reginald (1900–1983) and edith Phillis (1903–
1930). harry stanley amery and Francis william amery enlisted in 1916, 
served overseas, and returned in 1919. Phyllis Maude (Maude) and edith 
Phillis (Phyllis) both became professional dancers. Phyllis’s career as a 
dancer began as a child of five years. She married the actor, Eric Edgely, 
in 1925 but died giving birth to Phillip edgely in 1930. her son became a 
child actor and then the host of Spotlight, the first television variety show 
broadcast in western australia.

Francis w. amery and family stayed at 54 Grattan street with Mary 
Broyer at some time after the death of walter Broyer. Francis’s wife, Myra, 
discovered sarah Broyer’s will and codicil with other documents while 
cleaning the house during Mary’s absence on an extended holiday. Mary 
gave the documents to the amerys but their contents were not discussed. 
after Mary’s death, a claim on 262 lygon street was lodged with her 
executors on behalf of Sarah Broyer’s five surviving grandchildren, 
the offspring of Francis robert amery. with the agreement of the 
grandchildren’s representatives, Mary’s executor auctioned properties at 50 
william street Balaclava, 262 lygon street Carlton, and 54 Grattanstreet 
Carlton during november 1944. The lygon street property fetched 
£900. Then, on 11 June 1945, harry stanley amery, applied for letters 
of administration ad litem of the sixty-year-old will and codicil of sarah 
deborah Broyer in consequence of her executors now being deceased. 
letters of administration were granted and the grandchildren shared the 
proceeds from the sale of their former family home. The narrow (17ft x 
76ft 6ins) two-storey shop, which had also been the family home of the 
Broyers and then up to eight amerys, became the location of Caffe sport 
in the 1950s, one of the first Italian eateries on Lygon Street. As stated 
above, the probate files proved to be invaluable in writing this account of 
three generations of the Broyer family and locating the principal properties 
in which they lived and worked.34
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